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1. Explain short range fixed head hydrothermal

scheduling in detail. 20

2. Determine the saving in fuel cost is Rs/hr for

the economic distribution of a total load 225

MW between the two units with incremental

fuel costs :

dC1/dpG1 = 0.075 PG1 + 15,

dC2/dPG2 = 0.085 PG2 + 12.

Compare with equal distribution of same total

load. 20

3. Explain turbine speed governing system model

in isolated system. 20

4. Two generators rated at 120 MW and 250

MW are operating parallel. The governer setting

on the machines are such that they have 4%

and 3% drop in frequency from no load to full

load. Determine :

(a) The load taken by each machine for total

load of 200 MW.

(b) The percent adjustment in the load speed

to be made by the speeder motor if

machine are share the load equally. 20

5. Explain dynamics of synchronous machine and

derive the swing equation also. 20

6. Derive equal area criterion a stability analysis

under different short circuit at :

(a) Short circuit at generator terminal.

(b) Short circuit away from the generator

terminals. 20

7. Describe voltage collapse in stability analysis

also derive its equation with Q-V curves. 20

8. Write short notes on the following : 20

(a) Power System Stabilizers

(b) Excitation Control

(c) Boost Transformer.
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